The organisation of the human photoreceptor mosaic reflects evolutionary strategies for optimising visual information under a wide range of stimulus conditions: (1) The rod population dominates (max. 170 000/mm 2 at
The present overview will try to give a short update and include some specific observations on the fovea and extreme periphery that may be of particular relevance for ophthalmologists.
The original data presented are from retinas of eyes obtained for corneal transplants (see Pum et al.B for details). Cone photopigment antibodies were kindly provided by J. Nathans.9
General morphology of photoreceptors
Although proportions may be extremely variable, all mammalian retinas studied have been found to have a dual set of photoreceptors:
rods and cones ( Fig. 1) . Besides having specific response kineticslO and sensitivity, rods and cones also differ in their metabolic!! and morphological characteristics.
Rods have thin tubular inner and outer segments, the latter protruding furthest into the pigment epithelium (Fig. la) (pedicle) is expanded to carry the increased number of connections,12,17 establishing dozens of superficial and invaginating synapses to interneurons18 and to neighbouring photoreceptors. 19 It has long been demonstrated psychophysically20 that three cone types with specific photopigments must exist to create the chromatic antagonisms of what we now call the modern and ancient (dichromate) colour system?1 Specific L-and M-cones representing the base for the second ('modern') chromatic subsystem providing us with trichromacy have evolved rather recently among primates.22 So far no morphological criteria for direct differentiation of L-and M-cones have been reported but there may be differing connectivities along their midget pathways?3 Characterisation by microspectrophotometry24 and photopigment transmittance imaging25 of primate mosaic samples suggests a random distribution of M-and L-cones at ratios of c. 1:1. Consequently no selectivity seems to be present at the level of mutual telodendritic connections12 among L-/M-pedicles (Fig. 9) , although specific modulation of these electrotonic junctions remains a possibility.
More progress has been pOSSible in our understanding of the photoreceptoral origins of 'blue / yellow' pathways. We can now histochemically, morphologically and immunocytochemically differentiate S-cones by subtle but distinctive criteria. S-cones differ from L-and M_cones26,27 by their slightly longer, less conical inner segment (Fig. 1a,b) . S-cones may be specifically identified by mitochondrial formazan precipitation28 after specific chromatic stimulation and NBT incubation, by selective uptake of Procion dyes injected into the vitreous,29,3o by lack of carbonic anhydrase labelling31 or by low reactivity for NADPH diaphorase.32 Reliable labelling of spectral subpopulations, including those from human post mortem material, has become possible by the development of anti-photopigment antibodies (AB) by Szel et al.,33 Lerea27 and Chiu and Nathans.9 Reconstruction of S-cone synaptic pedicles12,34 has revealed structural differences likely to be of functional significance for primary colour processing. S-cones lack telodendritic connections to neighbouring cones almost completely, in contrast to the network between M-and L-cones. Thus direct modulation of S-cones appears possible only via rods and indeed linear summation for rod and S-cone signals has been reported at threshold. 35 Recently specific chromatic connectivity patterns to underlying horizontal cells could be identified at light and electron microscopical level36 and were confirmed by intracellular labelling and recording. 37 The identification of a specific type of bipolar cells38 also contributed to the continuing attempts to track elements of colour-related retinal circuitry.
Topographies
Attributing altered states of retinal function to specific losses at the receptoral level requires a detailed knowledge of the general topographies of the receptor subtypes. Systematic studies, in particular by Curcio and 
Rod topography
In contrast to the retinas of most other vertebrates the characteristic feature of most mammalian photoreceptor sets is the extensive rod population. The human retina is a typical example with the exception of a small specialisation -the fovea. limited number of samples it seems that a proportion of the discrepancies may be based on individual variation.
We have seen centres with a diameter of c. 100 /-Lm free of labelled S-cones but also cases where the pure LIM-cone patches do not include the centre (Fig. 3a,b) . The result is an individual landscape of foveal blue sensitivity (Fig.   3c ) that may include a central tritan area (Fig. 4) .
Increased cone density at extreme peripheral retina This striking non-linearly of the cone mosaic raises questions about its developmental47 and functional significance, in particular for stimulus detection along the peripheral border of the visual field.48
Degeneration in the extreme periphery
Cystoid and reticular degeneration is an alteration49,5o of most adult retinas with unclear aetiology,S1 and therefore is included here as a quasi-general feature of the retinal mosaic. Thus while an intriguing rise in cone density can be found along the ora serrata (see above) the actual increase in (photopic) sensitivity in larger zones of this region may often be more than compensated by degeneration. More systematic studies will be needed to understand the role of this border zone in the intact or degenerating state. At the distal receptoral pole the inner and outer segments increase in length, and because the curvature of the 300 pigment epithelium remains unaltered this creates a depression of the external limiting membrane or outer fovea. In flat tangential sections (Fig. 8) this results in a sequential concentric exposure of foveal cone levels.
Combined studies of cone spacing and photopigment densitometry of the living eye54 suggest that the elongation of outer segments may preserve the pigment volume by compensating the thinning of both the outer segment and the smaller entrance pupil at the tip of the inner segment. Thus resolution increases along the foveal slope while sensitivity may be roughly constant.
A pure cone area but at lower densities is present already at the time of receptor cell generation (fetal days). The high density in adult retina is largely a consequence of subsequent centripetal condensation,33 a process which may persevere during childhood and possibly into adolescence. Data on foveal cone maxima are still limited and vary greatly between adult individuals?,8,26,29 Both deviate substantially. The value of c. 167 000/ mm2 (0sterberg5) from a 16-year-old retina, still cited as reference in many diagrams and textbooks of phYSiology and ophthalmology, is well below the maximal value of >320 000/mm2 reported recently. This variability may account in part for the spatial acuity variation in normal eyes. The steepness of the foveal peak and the adjacent cone-dominant region is not symmetrical but maintains higher values along the nasal meridian. The elevated levels extend to form a small collar of higher density around the papilla.
The inner retinal layers are extremely diluted at the foveal floor but not entirely absent Labelling of proximal cellular elements of S-cones allows the specialised projection pattern (Fig. 9) for minimising the absorption and scattering of light to be revealed. The elongation of foveal cone axons (fibres of Henle) allows the proximal layers to be displaced radially and arranged concentrically around the foveal floor. Beyond the central zone a concentric ring of displaced pedic1es establishes a regular mosaic linked by telodendria and is situated above the innermost rings of capillaries (Fig. 10) . The amount of displacement varies. For monkey retinas (Fig. 11) . The axons of these cones descend at steep angles and terminate amongst some other neurons dispersed there (Fig. 11) . At the outer segment level the rod-free zone (diameter c. 250 !-lm) of the foveal photoreceptor mosaic displays a highly organised crystalline organisation (Fig. 8) providing a basis for optimised spatial sampling.6l Detailed analysis, however, demonstrates the presence of lattice defects distributed non-randomly. Cone positions with < / > 6 neighbours tend to accumulate in the central bundle or are arranged in linear series subdividing the hexagonal mosaic in a series of patches with varying axial orientation. 8, 62 This subdivides the mosaic into patches with similar crystalline orientation, possibly reorganising and relaxing the lattice from shearing stress accumulating during inward migration and condensation. Analogous to the less regular positions of S-cones in peripheral retina (Fig. la) S-cones are more frequently associated with these lattice defects. Image sampling across this lattice at the Nyquist limit may reduce aliasing seen as 'zebra stripe' effects,6JM and can be useful for evaluating the foveal mosaic parameters in the living eye.65 Besides the risk of eccentric fixation points, the impact of laser treatment on visual acuity is usually solely attributed to the loss of cone outer segments within the affected tissue column. However, within this column additional pathways associated with the underlying pedicles may be affected (Fig. 7) . These synaptic terminals originate from a bundle of cones located more centrally in the fovea. Thus although lesioning of foveolar inner and outer segments could be avoided by direct laser damage, a sector of these cones may still be affected due to lesioning of their displaced terminals. High-resolution assessment of acuity and sensitivity in treated sectors may be able to reveal such effects.
Effects of aging and pathology on the photoreceptor mosaic Several studies based on fundus densitometry have indicated loss of visual functions attributed to aging of the photoreceptor mosaic.68,69 A specific age-related loss of short wavelength sensitivity may be attributed to a yellowing of the aging lens rather than specific loss of S-cones?O Besides aging,71,n densitometric deficits have also been reported for myopia73 and dichromacy?4 It is difficult to assess whether the decrease is associated with direct loss of photoreceptors or with other parameters such as alteration of outer segment length or disc packing. Data from monkey retinas75,76 suggest that both foveal and peripheral cone densities decrease in advanced age. For human retina Hollyfield77 found a correlated loss of rods and ganglion cells while foveal cone (and retinal pigment epithelium) densities remained stable. Similarly Curcio et az.78 and Panda Jonas et al. 71 have found that central cone density was not correlated with age while in peripheral retina some decline was notable. It is the rod population that seems to decline continuously, especially in the area of highest denSity (30°) with a loss of c. 30% during midlife. Beyond this perifoveal region rod numbers appear to remain stable. 
